ARPOC 2016
August 10 - 13, 2016
CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL
San Diego – Mission Valley

Plan now to attend ARPOC 2016 August 10th – 13th
at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in San Diego. We are
excited to return to San Diego and are really
looking forward to a new site for us, the Crowne
Plaza.
Near the Riverwalk Golf Club, the Fashion Valley
Mall and many great restaurants, the Crowne
Plaza’s guest rooms and conference rooms have recently been totally refurbished.
Our conference rate is $139 per night including parking (with in and out privileges). You are welcome to
make your reservations now by calling 1 888 233- 9527 ask for the California Reserve Peace Officers
Association rate when calling. To register online or for more details and photos about the hotel click here:
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report
"Thugs With Guns and Badges"
Jackson, Mississippi, City Councilman Kenneth Stokes, objecting to vehicle
pursuits initiated by outside agencies that go into his city, suggested in
January that his constituents throw bricks, rocks, and bottles at pursuing
peace officers.
"These are just thugs with guns and badges," Stokes said. "What do I think
should be done? Bricks, rocks and bottles would stop this nonsense."
Questioned by local news media, Stokes said that he was only making a
suggestion for what he would do, and he stood behind his comments as
freedom of speech.
"Race is a factor in the blatant disregard for the public safety," Stokes claimed.
"I was on the council with a white mayor and a white majority council and a white chief of police. You didn’t
have any of these chases. I was on the council with a white mayor and a black majority council and a white
chief, no chases. When you get a black mayor, a black majority council and a black chief of police, you get
more of these chases."
Madison County Sheriff Randy Tucker said, "I think he is setting his district back. I think he’s setting his race
back by implicating a race issue, and I think it reflects poorly on the capital of our state."
Rankin County Sheriff Bryan Bailey commented, "He said this is racism? Yeah, this is racism - against every
officer and deputy that bleeds blue. It just makes me sick to my stomach that he would incite hatred and
violence against these officers."
Asked by local news media to comment on the response from law enforcement, Stokes retorted: "Now the
first thing I’ll say, the sheriff in Rankin County is that he is a dumb bastard."
Jackson City Council president Melvin Priester, Jr., released this statement:
"As president of the City Council, I can say unequivocally that Councilman Stokes' comments are indefensible
and do not represent the Jackson City Council or the City of Jackson. Following Councilman Stokes'
comments, I have spoken personally with other members of the council and we are in agreement that the
Jackson City Council does not support any calls for acts of violence against those who serve as members of
law enforcement."
Stay safe out there. Watch out for bricks, rocks and bottles - including the verbal ones.
Kevin Bernzott is the Chief Executive Officer of CRPOA and a Reserve Sergeant for the Ventura County Sheriff’s
Office. Kevin welcomes your questions and comments. Email him at bernzott@crpoa.org.

Making A Difference - think about it

“We are too prone to judge ourselves by our ideals
--Dwight Morrow, former U.S. Ambassador to Mexico
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Notice of Election of Directors
The election of three directors will occur by written ballot on May 31, 2016. To become a candidate for
this election, you must be nominated. A Nomination Petition may be obtained either by contacting the
Association Office at California Reserve Peace Officers Association, Post Office Box 5622, San Jose,
California 95150-5622, by phone at (855) 552-7762 or on the Association web site at www.crpoa.org.
Instructions accompany the Petition. The Nomination Petition must include the names of not less than ten
(10) General Members in good standing, who represent at least three (3) law enforcement agencies.
Original Nomination Petitions must be received at the address shown thereon no later than March 31,
2016. To be qualified to serve as a director, you must be a member in good standing (dues paid) and must
have become a General Member on or before May 31, 2014. For further information, please contact the
Association as noted above.
S/S
Frank Barnes
Secretary
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Board Meeting Updates
From Secretary Frank Barnes

January 18, 2016 Board Meeting @ Crowne Plaza
Chief Executive Officer Bernzott called the meeting to order at 0904 hours in the Peacock 2
Room of the Crowne Plaza Hotel in San Diego. The following Directors participated: Barnes,
Bernzott, Cantrell, Downs, Elam, Lombardi, Lucas, Lujan and Torres. Chief Financial Officer
Chuck Adams, Office Manager Janet Adams, General Counsel René and Legal Counsel
Ekerling also participated. PORAC Vice President Brent Meyer joined the meeting at midmorning. Members Darryl Murry, Bob Drew and Alex Cuesta joined the meeting at lunch
along with Crowne Plaza’s Senior Sales Manager, Brad Barnes.
Chief Executive Officer Bernzott made a brief presentation on partnering with PORAC.
Minutes of the November 17, 2015 Board Meeting were approved as submitted.
CEO Bernzott led a discussion of Directors’ & Officers’ Action Items.
Chief Financial Officer Adams led a discussion of the Association’s financial condition. He advised that all bills were paid
including Chubb. He also noted that there were 72 agencies on auto bill. The January 8, 2015 financial reports were
received and filed.
CFO Adams led a brief discussion of the draft budget for 2016. He will make adjustments as necessary.
Senior Vice President Lucas advised that the update of the Association’s website has been completed by 911 Media and
that we need to update the membership brochure. He advised that we need a budget of $6,000.00 for Phase Two of the
work with 911 Media. Vice President Downs moved that “a budget amount of $6,000.00 be provided for Phase Two
work by 911 Media”. The Motion was seconded by Director Cantrell. It was adopted unanimously. Lucas also noted that
POST had acknowledged our request for summary reserve officer information.
General Counsel René briefed the Board on legal matters.
CEO Bernzott thanked those who had submitted their succession planning and evaluation questionnaires.
Brent Meyer, PORAC Vice President, made a presentation on partnering with our Association.
Senior Sales Manager Brad Barnes welcomed the group to the Crowne Plaza Hotel. He noted that the hotel provides a free
shuttle bus to many of the points of interest in San Diego. He also noted that there is free Wi-Fi in all rooms.
Chairman Emeritus Voorhees introduced the ARPOC 2016 Site Selection Committee consisting of himself, CEO Bernzott,
Vice President Lujan, CFO Chuck Adams and Office Manager Janet Adams. He noted that the Crowne Plaza was just the
right size for our conference. He noted that CEO Bernzott would serve as ARPOC Chairman with VP Lujan to assist. He
advised that all hotel arrangements were in order.
Member Darryl Murry advised that their Range Lieutenant was on board and that bus transportation was still pending.
Director Torres agreed to look for building search and active shooter venues.
CE Voorhees discussed the results of the ARPOC Survey. Responses were received from 292 members.
Vice President Downs noted that he had distributed a list of legislative bills to directors and officers. He asked that
comments be sent to him. Downs advised that he had been approached by “Political Solutions” a Sacramento lobbyist
firm with an offer to do some pro-bono work for the Association. After discussion, VP Downs moved that “The
Association engage the firm Political Solutions to do some pro bono work for us”. Director seconded the Motion. It was
adopted unanimously.
After discussion, it was agreed to withhold endorsements of political candidate until after the primary elections.
Sr. VP Lucas advised that we would move to free conference call.com next month.
The Meeting was adjourned at 1515 hours.
If you have a question for the Secretary, please contact him at barnes@crpoa.org
Secretary Frank Barnes is in his 45th year as a reserve deputy with the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department.
In his day job Frank is a transportation engineer with the City of Santa Monica.
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Note from General Counsel
THE DISCIPLINARY SYSTEM AND RESERVES:
PART II
By Jim René, General Counsel
California Reserve Peace Officers Association
January 2016

In last month's Backup, I wrote about some basic legal concepts when it comes
to
agency discipline of reserves. I will elaborate on these concepts here. Let's start
with some observations I have made during my years as a reserve officer.
Most of us do this job because we are dedicated to the profession of law enforcement and do it out of a sense
of commitment to keeping our communities safe and making our world a better place. Sure that sounds like a
platitude but I would bet most of you feel that way. We also have personality types which program us to be
influencers – we can't just sit by and watch things happen, we have to act. What better way to influence our
world than by protecting persons and property from harm (and putting bad guys in jail)? We are cops because
we are programmed that way and we are committed to do whatever it takes to get our minds and bodies in
shape and trained up to get out there and take care of business.
Most of us fulfill this calling on a volunteer basis insofar as we don't make our livings being cops. However,
many reserves do in fact get paid, many pretty well at that. For those reserves, the income may be important
as it makes a difference in their lives, helping to pay their bills and support their families. There is yet another
group of us who look to a reserve appointment as a bridge to a full-time job.
Whether we do it for no money at all, as a part-time gig to help meet our household budgets or as a pathway
to a full-time job, we all have the legal status of "employees." Reminding you of the legal analysis I wrote on
this topic referenced in last month's article, most of us are not "civil service" employees (i.e., employees with
civil service protections) but rather have the legal status of "at-will" employees. This is a huge legal distinction
for purposes of the "property interest" prong of the legal analysis when it comes to agency discipline. For
purposes of the "liberty interest," however, whether you are an at-will employee or entitled to full civil service
status, the distinction is much less important.
Property Interest
When we talk about agency discipline, most of the time we are talking about the officer doing something
(either on-duty or off-duty) which the agency considers a violation of policy or procedure and, depending on
the severity of the penalties, can be days off without pay, suspension for a longer period of time, demotion in
rank or pay grade or, in the worst case, termination. The menu of choices for reserve officers is usually more
limited due to our at-will status and the nature of being a reserve. For instance, what does "days off" really
accomplish for a reserve? Usually when an agency is considering disciplining a reserve, the thought is "ah let's
just let him/her go." Sure they can write a letter of reprimand or assign the officer to an undesirable
assignment or generally just make life unpleasant. But all of the economic disincentives which go along with
disciplining a regular full-time officer don't really apply to most reserves. The real hammer is termination.
The legal protections available to a reserve officer in the context of termination due to alleged misconduct (or
any other reason for that matter) spring from the due process clause of the 14 th Amendment. The due
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process clause prevents the government from depriving any person of life, liberty or property without due
process of law. This is the source of the "property interest" and the "liberty interest."
In the context of paid law enforcement and the property interest, under specified circumstances the agency
must give the officer notice and an opportunity to respond in a hearing before termination can take place.
The question for reserve officers is whether we have a "property interest" since we are at-will employees. The
case law is decidedly negative on that question. See, for example, Bishop v. Wood, 426 U.S. 341 (1976), in
which the Supreme Court held that employees who are terminable at will (and thus do not have an
expectation of continued employment) generally do not have a protected property interest in continued
employment. See also Hyland v. Wonder, 972 F.2d 1129 (9th Cir. 1992), which provided a good discussion of
the property interests of at-will government employees under California law:
"Under California law, the terms and conditions of government service are regulated by statute, not
by contract. Williams v. Los Angeles City Dep't of Water & Power, 130 Cal. App. 3d 677, 181 Cal. Rptr.
868, 870 (Cal. Ct. App. 1982); see also Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code § 271 (county civil service laws define
tenure of probation department officials and employees). Temporary, non-civil service employees
have no property interest in continued employment, according to California law. Williams, 181 Cal.
Rptr. at 871." (emphasis added) 972 F.2d at 1141.
See also Lubey v. City and County of San Francisco (1979) 98 Cal.App.3d 340 (holding that a probationary or
non-tenured employee may be dismissed without a hearing or good cause because the termination does not
deprive the employee of a vested property right).
A case directly dealing with reserve police officers alleging a property interest in their employment involved
the Washington, D.C., Reserve Corps: Griffith v. Lanier, 521 F.3d 398 (D.C. Cir. 2008). In that case, a group of
reserves brought a claim seeking employment benefits and asserted that such benefits constituted a property
interest subject to the protections of the due process clause before those benefits could be denied to
reserves. The court, after analyzing local regulations on the at-will status of reserves, disagreed: "[These
volunteers remain subject to at-will dismissal, and they lack the statutorily-protected property interest
necessary to ground a due process challenge." Griffith at 404.
There may be some circumstances where a reserve officer can claim a property interest in his/her job due to
the peculiarities of the municipality's charter, statutes, codes, rules, union or other contracts, or other unique
circumstances. Interestingly, there is substantial authority upholding First Amendment protections for
volunteers in the context of property interest claims. In other words, courts tend to prevent the government
from firing volunteers for "speaking up." The Hyland court cited above is one example. See also LeFande v.
District of Columbia, 613 F.3d 1155 (D.C. Cir. 2010), in which a reserve officer who was fired for bringing a
lawsuit against the Chief claimed a protected property interest which could not be denied for exercising his
First Amendment rights. The court agreed:
"The District assumes the First Amendment protects LeFande's speech even though he is an unpaid
volunteer. Appellee's Br. 7 n.1. We do too. See Connick, 461 U.S. at 144 (First Amendment rights may
not "be infringed by the denial of or placing of conditions upon a benefit or privilege"); Hyland v.
Wonder, 972 F.2d 1129, 1136 (9th Cir. 1992) ("[V]olunteer status . . . is a valuable governmental
benefit or privilege that may not be denied on the basis of constitutionally protected speech.")
(citing Janusaitis v. Middlebury Volunteer Fire Dep't, 607 F.2d 17 (2d Cir. 1979))." LeFande at 1161.
[emphasis added]
With that being said, the general rule for most reserve officers is that we are at-will employees serving at the
pleasure of the agency and can be terminated for any reason or no reason at all without being afforded the
procedural safeguards emanating from the "property interest" prong of the due process clause. In other
words, most courts will reject claims that reserves have a property interest in their jobs. So now on to the
liberty interest:
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Liberty Interest
The key decision setting the legal standard for analyzing liberty interest claims against public employers is
Cleveland Board of Education v. Loudermill, 470 U.S. 532 (1985). An excellent discussion of the current state
of the law appears in the December 2015 edition of Police Chief Magazine. I will quote it at length here:
"The due-process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment provides that a 'liberty interest is implicated
by public announcement of reasons for an employee’s discharge.' [citing Johnson v. Morris, 903 F.2d
996 (4th Cir. 1990) at p. 999] This type of claim is based on the combination of two distinct rights
protected by the Fourteenth Amendment: (1) the liberty 'to engage in any of the common
occupations of life,' [citing Bd. Of Regents of State Colls. V. Roth, 408 U.S. 564 (1972) at p. 572] and
(2) the right to due process '[w]here a person’s good name, reputation, honor, or integrity is at stake
because of what the government is doing to him.' [citing Wisconsin v. Constantineau, 400 U.S. 433
(1971) at p. 437]. To state this type of liberty interest claim under the due-process clause, a plaintiff
must allege that the charges against him (1) placed a stigma on his reputation; (2) were made public
by the employer; (3) were made in conjunction with his termination or demotion; and (4) were false."
[citing Stone v. Univ. of Md. Med. Sys. Corp., 855 F.2d 167 (4th Cir. 1988) at p. 173 n.5]
That is perhaps the best articulation of the liberty interest I have seen because it clearly describes the very
specific circumstances in which a liberty interest claim can be sustained. It is not enough simply to allege a
liberty interest claim when a public employee has been terminated on the basis of some allegations of
misconduct. The critical factor in a liberty interest claim is that the termination must be done in a fashion that
places a stigma on the reputation of the fired employee. What this almost always means is that there was
some kind of disclosure, public announcement or "leak" of the reasons for the termination to third parties,
thus damaging the fired employee's character or reputation. If that were to happen, not only may the officer
not be able to find another law enforcement job, but in the case of a reserve officer, the reserve officer may
be harmed in the reserve officer's private employment (e.g., in seeking a promotion or other private
employment). If those conditions are met, then the employee must be given a "name-clearing" hearing
before the employee can be fired (and deprived of the "liberty" to seek new work). If the discipline is less than
termination, for instance demotion, courts generally require that the demotion be "significant." See Moore v.
Otero, 557 F.2d 435 (5th Cir. 1977).
In my view the most important takeaway from the liberty interest discussion is that the alleged misconduct
impugning the character of the employee must be made public in some form or fashion or that the alleged
misconduct is likely to become known in the future. If the termination remains confidential and private,
wherein essence no one knows the reason for the termination, and the officer cannot show that disclosure is
likely to happen in the future, it is nearly impossible to show that a fired employee's reputation has been
damaged. If the employee can show that some disclosure or publication of the reasons for the firing was
made or is likely to be made when the officer applies for another law enforcement position or employment in
the private sector, then the employee must be given notice and an opportunity to be heard (a name-clearing
hearing) before she/he may be terminated. As summarized in the Police Chief Magazine article:
"Whether a public employee is entitled to a 'name-clearing' hearing depends on a particular
situation, but such situations certainly arise only when the agency is contemplating employment
termination or a significant demotion; when the action is based on or made in conjunction with
stigmatizing allegations of misconduct that imply dishonesty, corruption, or immorality; and when
the charges are made public or are likely to be disseminated. (See Johnson v. Martin, 943 F.2d 15,
16–17 (7th Cir. 1991) (liberty interest implicated only when stigmatizing statement actually
disseminated to potential employer); Clark v. Mann, 562 F.2d 1104, 1116 (8th Cir. 1977)
(stigmatizing statement “would be available to prospective employers”); Buxton v. City of Plant
City, 871 F.2d 1037, 1045–46 (11th Cir. 1989) (presence of stigmatizing information in personnel
file that was made public sufficient to trigger liberty interest); Brandt v. Bd. of Coop. Educ. Servs.,
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820 F.2d 41, 44–45 (2d Cir. 1987) (public disclosure includes personnel file that is “likely to be
disclosed to prospective employers”) [emphasis added]
At the same time, the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that the U.S. Constitution does not and
should not “penalize forthright and truthful communication between employer and employee' and
'that a purely private communication of the reasons for an employee’s termination cannot form
the basis for a due process claim. . . .' As a result, law enforcement leaders may better appreciate
their lawyer’s advice not to divulge to the media the reasons underlying personnel actions."
[citations omitted]
If you have a question or comment for Jim, please email Jim at rene@crpoa.org. Jim René is the General Counsel
for the California Reserve Peace Officers Association, a Reserve Police Sergeant for the San Fernando Police
Department, and previously was an LAPD reserve police officer for 15 years.

Chief Financial Officer’s Report
January 2016 Financial Condition
It is my pleasure to report that our financial condition remains sound. December
closed with all of our current obligations met. On January 15 th we had 1534 members,
an increase of 3 from the previous period. We added 8 new members that joined
from December 16 to January 15, 2016.
I am looking forward to this year with great anticipation. Being in the Membership
Office provides me the opportunity to speak to members on numerous topics. While
the majority of the discussions have been positive with the members grateful for what
we are doing, the questions have led me to think that we need to provide more details on
what CRPOA provides aside from an annual training conference. There is lack of knowledge on our disability
insurance and legal administrative support coverage. This program has provided financial relief when it is really
needed and is included as part of our membership dues. In the last year or two our focus on legislation has
improved and receives high grades from our membership. I think we would be wise to include articles in the
Backup about disability coverage and administrative support so more members are aware of this.
During this month we added a copy of our insurance policy to the “Members Only” section of our CRPOA
Website.
As we start 2016 I would like each of you to consider making a personal contribution by joining the Board of
Directors this year. If you are not sure you are ready to accept the responsibility of being a Director, then at least
let us know that you would be willing to serve on a committee. We have committee openings in Training,
Finance, Membership, Fund-Raising and Legislation. Give me a call if you are interested.
“The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely tenacity. The fears
are paper tigers. You can do anything you decide to do. You can act to change and
control your life; and the procedure, the process is its own reward.”
Amelia Earhart, Aviation pioneer
Chuck is the Chief Financial Officer for CRPOA. He is also a retired Reserve Commander from Los Gatos Police Department.
Chuck welcomes your calls and emails, you may contact him at 408-371-8239 or chuck@crpoa.org
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WELCOME NEW CRPOA MEMBERS
Between 12/16/2015 and 1/15/2016
Michael Jacobs CA Reserve’s
Ron Moore Porterville PD
Daniel Canales Upland PD

Stephen Sacher Rocklin PD
Michael Vandermeer Upland PD

Manuel Martinez San Jose PD
Brandon Gray Vernon PD
Frank Wacquier Tracy PD

Things to do and See in San Diego

History of San Diego -

CALIFORNIA’S ORIGINAL PEOPLE

The earliest indications of people living in San Diego date back 9,000 years. They called themselves Kumeyaay. When the
Spaniards arrived, they used the word Diegueño to identify the Indians associated with the Mission. In 1542 explorer Juan
Rodriguez Cabrillo reported that the native Indians, “were good natured and an attractive people.” With the arrival of the
Spanish settlements in 1769, many Kumeyaay retreated to the hills.

Old Town San Diego is considered the "birthplace" of California. San Diego is the site of the first permanent
Spanish settlement in California. It was here in 1769, that Father Junípero Serra came to establish the very first mission in a
chain of 21 missions that were to be the cornerstone of California’s colonization. Father Serra’s mission and Presidio were
built on a hillside overlooking what is currently known as Old Town San Diego. At the base of the hill in 1820’s, a small
Mexican community of adobe buildings was formed and by 1835 had attained the status of El Pueblo de San Diego. In 1846,
a U.S. Navy Lieutenant and a Marine Lieutenant,
raised the American flag in the Old Town San Diego
Plaza.
In 1968, the State of California Department of Parks
and Recreation established Old Town State Historic
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Park to preserve the rich heritage that characterized San Diego during the 1821 to 1872 period. The park includes a main
plaza, exhibits, museums and living history demonstrations.
Historic buildings include La Casa de Estudillo, La Casa de Bandini, La Casa de Altamirno Pedrorena and the Mason Street
School, San Diego’s first one room schoolhouse. Just up the hill from Old Town San Diego Historic State Park, you’ll find
Heritage Park where several of San Diego’s most notable Victorian homes have been relocated and authentically restored
to their original splendor. Just a short walk down San Diego Avenue is the Whaley House, an officially designated haunted
house, the Little Adobe Chapel on Conde Street, the first Church in Old Town San Diego and El Campo Santo on San Diego
Avenue, an 1850 Catholic Cemetery.

Come visit the original and reconstructed buildings and furnishings that illustrate the ambiance of 1800’s San
Diego . . . where California began !

CRPOA and ARPOC 2015 Challenge Coins – Just $10 each

CRPOA Challenge Coin, you can order online here CRPOA Challenge Coin
We also have a few ARPOC 2015 Challenge Coins left.
Purchase an ARPOC 2015 Challenge Coin online here
Matt Lujan, Vice President and 2015 Conference Chairman, Reserve Police Sergeant Pacifica P D
you are welcome to contact me lujan@crpoa.org or 855-552-7762 ext. 101

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
CDCR is looking for Criminal & Administrative Investigators
FINAL FILING DATE: FEBRUARY 10, 2016
SALARY - SPECIAL AGENT
RANGE A: $6,508 - $8,327/mo.
RANGE B: $7,276 - $9,140/mo.
Opportunities provide numerous roles that will challenge your analytical and investigative skills as you contribute
to complex CDCR investigations. As a Special Agent, DOC, employees conduct criminal and administrative
investigations requiring advanced levels of planning and organizational skills.

EXCELLENT BENEFIT PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Medical, Dental, & Vision Coverage, Enhanced Peace Officer Retirement 11 Paid Holidays
Typical tasks, knowledges & abilities of a Special Agent,
DOC can be viewed at:

www.cdcr.ca.gov/careers/SpecialAgent DOC
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Report from the

ARPOC Site Selection Committee
By Mike Voorhees, Committee Chairman
Thanks to the 292 of you who invested a few minutes of your time and completed the ARPOC
Survey. The results of the survey are provided here in two links. (The two parts are necessitated
by the limitation of the survey program on the number of response categories.) Here’s Part 1:
and here’s Part 2:
What’s the bottom line of the surveys? 85% of respondents either don’t have a location preference or want to continue
alternating conference locations between the north and south parts of the state. Ranking locations for what people said
was the future location they were Most Likely to attend, Anaheim was the highest followed by Santa Barbara, Los Angeles,
Sacramento, Monterey, San Diego, South Lake Tahoe, San Jose, Palm Springs and the San Francisco Peninsula.
Regarding ARPOC 2015 at the Doubletree Hotel in Sacramento, 91% were satisfied or very satisfied with the hotel itself;
90% were satisfied or very satisfied with their room; 68% were satisfied or very satisfied with the food (in general); 72%
were satisfied or very satisfied with the breakfasts offered and 73% were satisfied or very satisfied with the lunches; 77%
preferred hot breakfasts to continental breakfasts; 84% were satisfied or very satisfied with the variety of the classes
offered and 90% were satisfied or very satisfied with the classes they took.
Regarding ARPOC 2016 in San Diego, 61% are coming for sure and another 26% may be coming. Of those not planning to
attend, the greatest reason is “won’t fit my calendar, followed by “other”, “don’t need CPT hours”, “too expensive”, “don’t
like San Diego as a venue” or “don’t like the Crown Plaza.”
Inducements to attend ARPOC 2016 and future conferences include classes on high-risk car stops, handgun training, longgun training and more hands-on training. 80% were willing to pay $10 or more (up to $40), in addition to supplying their
ammunition, if necessary to enable firearms training courses.
The non-multiple-choice comments, being written and not constrained by topic, cannot be analyzed by percentage or
generally stated but they were overwhelmingly positive and helpful. One frequent theme was the desire for locations such
as Monterey and Palm Springs but the unwillingness or inability to pay more than $150 per night for a room. During the
most popular “seasons” (summer for Monterey and winter for Palm Springs) rooms top $200 per night, far beyond what
most can or will pay. When the prices are lower in those two locations it is either cold or rainy (winter for Monterey) or hot
as blazes (summer in Palm Springs).
The one question we regret failing to ask was one that would have been very helpful: What season or month of the year
would you most like for the conference to be scheduled? ARPOC has been scheduled in August for as long as I can
remember. When I started attending (early 1990s) most schools started classes on the first Tuesday after the first Monday
in September (Labor Day). Most schools now start the 2nd or 3rd week of August, which is why we moved the conference up
a couple of weeks two years ago, for the benefit of those among us who have school-aged children. Please feel free to send
me a quick email and let me know your preference by month or, in the case of August, which week would be your first and
second choices. My email address is voorhees@crpoa.org.
Another suggestion was holding a solitary “certificated” course in a particular topic. That would be great for those
interested in that topic but would result in everyone else not attending, there being no alternate course.
Another suggestion was driver training (EVOC). This would be a great class but it’s very expensive to put on. CHP has the
facilities and instructors in Sacramento and, many years ago, they hosted a class for us. They’re now as affected by
budgetary constraints as are local departments. There is an element of “getting the most bang for the buck” involved with
which classes we choose so those in which only a handful can be trained in the available time and at great cost lose out to
other, less expensive and less labor-intensive classes which will be more popular for greater numbers.
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A number of new classes were suggested in the comments section which we are actively considering, including active
shooter for first responders, terrorist threats, gangs, use of force, OIS training, legal update, off-duty concealed carry,
tactical medical first aid, PTSD, designer drugs, how to defend against someone with mixed martial arts training, and more
classes for non-sworn volunteers.
Those of you who have attended for many years have undoubtedly noticed that instead of the high number of classes we
formerly offered (15 at any given moment in 2002) we now offer one class Wednesday afternoon (an “all-hands” class),
between 5 and 7 classes on Thursday and Friday and 4 or 5 classes Saturday morning. The reason for that is (1) we wanted
to have a general session the first half-day, featuring a class we believe will be of interest to most everyone. That has been
very popular; (2) the greatest number of attendees are present on Thursday and Friday so those days feature the greatest
choices and; (3) we eliminated the Saturday afternoon classes because of the increasingly large number of attendees who
left after lunch on Saturday.
Finally, I’ll address the subject of vendors. The number of vendors many years ago was as high as 30. But, we had 900
attendees at the time which was very attractive and lucrative for a greater number of vendors. We now have 350-400
attendees due to the substantial decrease in the number of reserve officers making it attractive for a smaller number of
vendors. We do everything we can (and remember we are a volunteer organization) to actively solicit as many vendors as
possible. You can help us by (1) suggesting particular vendors and (2) by actively encouraging vendors you know of to
contact us.
Your board met last Monday (Martin Luther King, Jr. Day) at the Crowne Plaza. Because of the distance, some of us
stayed the night. All of us ate at least one meal and some as many as three meals. We were all impressed with the serviceoriented hospitality we received. We believe you will be favorably impressed when you attend the conference this fall.
Our conference rate is $139 per night including
parking (with in and out privileges). You are
welcome to make your reservations now by calling
1 888 233- 9527 ask for the California Reserve
Peace Officers Association rate when calling. To
register online or for more details and photos about
the hotel click here:
Please help us help you by sending your
suggestions for new or repeat classes to our
Training Manager, Janet Adams at janet@crpoa.org.
Our conference chairman this year is CEO Kevin
Bernzott. You can contact him at bernzott@crpoa.org.

Plan Now to Attend

ARPOC 2016
August 10 - 13, 2016

CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL
San Diego – Mission Valley
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